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A Comprehensive Technqie for Fiecastin Universitl Enrol lm*t
Instructional,Workloads and.Fundin& Levels

t /
{ , .

Abstract
s

It is clear that the unsettled 'highef' education environment of the
- 80's will call for increased reliance on planning and management techniques

in colleges and universities across the country. th.anges in demographics,
environment ,. student interest, student mix, noCions of faculty tenuie, and
other factors make it more difficult for all institutiona to do 'the analxses
reqmired to develop the planning paramaters required to u"se these techniittes
effectively. lt major research universi,ties whete the Idstitutional objec-
tives are multi-faceted, where enrollments tend to be larger, aild where the
outlook is ftate.and nation-10;de rather than rdgional, planning and manadi-
ment are even more edIple/c. The; purposp of thisppapttr is to describe how
'one major respirch university has developed averies of analytical technique's,
to deal with some of the 1)r4blems of forecasting future elirollments,Ainstruc-
lional workloads, and fundirig i6vels.

).
I k
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The nation.-wide prospects for higher education enrollment durifig the

.comiqg decade are well-,documented. Extensive colierage in the national'

press has poihted to steep declines in higher education enrollments in the

tiext, deAde (Magarell, 1980). Prdictions that the traditiofial pool of 18-

21 year cads will decline by 25 percent nation-wide.hy 1994 and thatoverall
,;

enrollment in higher education will decline by simifar percentages are.

commonplace (Reinhardt, 1979).

4
However, some publications have pointed out that enrollment prospects

1

in sOme states differ substantiallyarom the national outlook.(Henderson,

1977, and Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, 1980). In

Texas, we are experiencing continued demographic and economic growth (Norris,
illr

1977 and WICgE, 1980). Thusi,. on the one hand the onmentional wisdom, and

perhaps the assumptions made by those o allbcate budgets, :is infLnenced

a

by perceptions of national enrollnient declines, while on the other hand
as

University administrators in some states must plan for enrollment increases.
A

4.
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,It therefore has beome essential for each institutionito.acgu tely estimate
. . .

K
enrollments, whether up oi'down, in order to'plan.witiju. increaaingly

ecarce esourcew.

Future Enrollments

f

Of course, enrollment forecasting IS pot new. An 6tire series of'

studiei has estimated"the costs.of various enrollmeL levels and thekl

resources reqüired to meet these enrollments (Gamso, 1977); developed

extensive data bases to project state-wide enftollments (Render, 1977); and

used national mortality tables and other variables likec migratibn and attrition

rates to make detailed enrollment pieojèctions (Kraetsch, 1979). FrAcasting

techniques avë been analyzed extensively (Wing, 1974) along wit/Olt-heir*,
v.

resu.lts (Richardson, 1977) and their limitations (Kraetsch. 1979).. At

tbe University of Texas at Austin, however, we were most concerned with

developing flexible techniques with which we- could forecast institutional

enrollments accurately, with minimal cost in terms of data base developmeri

using straight-forward procedures to insure a high:Oegree'pf understan

and acceptance by University administrators, in ordr to provide management
-

information appropriate for 4n institution of our size and complexity.

The University of Texas at Austin is-one of the country's major institutions

with a mission W'hich emphasizes research and graduate education in addition^

to undergraduate teaching. Undergraduate enroklment has grown steadily

for the-past decade to 35,000 and tade up of students who are largely

.Texas residents (YOU, full-time (88Z), and Caucasian (85%). .In developing

the analytical techniques to forecast the University's future enrollment

leve/s, a fundamentat distinction *as made at the outset. Methodologfes

5
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designed to forecast,the er oi students entering the-University (i.e.

,
new -freshmen, usdergradu*te transfers, and graduate students1 were developed

,-,

f . , ,t .
separately from methodologies designed to.measure student progress through

.'
. Q

.--'

.Att University (i.e. student attrition, retention, graduation, cross-campus
) .

,/) . .4.
enrollment suiLts)\ . Once this distinction was made we set about to forecast

t..

'entering freshmen and undergraduate transfer students.,

First-TiM Freshmen
.

Since our first-time freshmen are largely Texas eublic high school

Araduates, the first step in projecting enroltments,was to project Texas

public high school gradnates. In developing these forecasts a cohort
0

-2
survival technique was used based on enrollment data from Texas public

schools. However, we quick(y found that grade-to-grade progression rates'
.

derived fro* gross enrollment figures mlied the effects of at least three

imporcant factors': 1) the survival (i.e. mortality) rate of students

from one year to the next, 2) actual student progression to the next

grade lekrel, and 3) in-migration of studentsfrom outside the Atate's

public school system.- Survival rate infimmation was avatlable for Texas

from the Census Bureau. However, becausepf a lack of adequate information .,

on the other two variables we were forced to devise our own methods of
4

detela-briligg the effects of in-migration and the stability avactuill

progression rates.

The first step in the process was to separate in-migration rates from

sisrvival rates (Fishbeck, 1980). To do'fhis yre multiplied survival rates .

/'

for each age group by the number of students of that age enrolled in a

particular year. T his represented the number of children in each age group

r

0.

S.
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who should have surOived to the next year. Next, we subtracted this figure

from the'actual enrollthent of tliateige group in the next year.

For example,,in 1979 there were 237,844 nine-year-old students in the.

public schools. Of those, 99.963%, dr 237,756 should have returned as ten-

year-olds in 1972. However, in 1972 there were actually 242,225 ten-year-

, olds, 4,469. more than.expected. These additional stUdents representod an

in-migration rate of 1.9% (4,469 4 237,844 = .014). In like fashionfan

annual migration rate wai determined for each student age 'group.

The next step was to establish progression/continuation rates for

each age group in each grade, given survival rates and migration rates; To

do this, survival rates.were applied to eaeh age group in ea,ch grade in a

particular year. This gave us the number of students who should have

survived to the next year. Then we adius:ted the aetual second year enroll-

te

ment in each griae by the migration rate of eaeb,age group. Finally we

-aivided this adjusted ftgdre by theI%urvived" figure to give us the percen-

tage of students who progressed'to the next higher grade.in the second

Returning to ur exathple, we knew from published data that there were

169,593 nine-year-olds 0 ,tourth grade in 1971. Of these, 99.963% (169,530)

should have become 10-year-olds in 1972. In 1972 there were actually

166,160ten-year-olds in fifth grade. By applyini oui°in-migration nate

(1.9%) we determined that.there: were 3,221 (i.e. 169,530 x .019) in-migrants

in this groui of4166,160. Therefore 162;939 (i.e. 166,160 - 34221) of the

originhl students must . have progressed from ninth to tenth grade. Thus,

96.11%' (162,939 4 169,530) of the surviving nine-year-olds from the foUrth

grade in 1971 advanced to the fifth &rade in 1972.

e'

410
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This method was applied to students ages 6-14 'and grades 1-9. (In

.Texas, once students reach age 15 or grade 10, they may drop out). I

doing ao, we found that in-migration is increasing annually at all levels,

We also determined that actual progression rates are unstable"because of

themainstreaming of special education 4tudents in 1975.

In view of the.recent itccelerition of iti-migration to the public

school system; we decided to use recent progression rates for projecting

high school. enrollments and graduates. We did this is several ways: by

using the most recent progr6asion rates available 1977-78), the

average of progression r.s;-es wer the last five years (excluding 1975

because of the unique situation mentioned previously), using gross progres-
,

sion rates only, or using-migration and progr. esston rates separately.

These multiple approaches yielded ranges of projections which were alwilys

within 32. Because of this narrow error range, the diffe'ent forecasts

were averaged to present the estimates shown in Table 1. These numbers are

very similar to those which were subs&quehtly published by the Western

Interstate Commission'on Higher Education (1480). totfi sets of figures

confirm strongly the notion that t demographic situation in Texas is very

different from that of the nation as a whole. This is clearly represented

in Figure 1.

The next step in our'methodology involved translating these high

schoo2 graduate projectilons iuto estimates of tie number of first-tiMe

freshmen for the coming years..Based4on other analyses we knole'that in the

last five years between'2.622 'and 3.062 ofthe Texas public high school

graduates have enrolled'at UT-Austin. Therefore, a range of enrollment

t
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Table 1

PROJECTIONS OF TEXAS PuBLIC HIGH SCHOCH. GRADUATES 1980-1989

Y EAR

\
PROJECTIONS

1980 173,470
1981 171,750
1942 175,150
1983 165,510
1984 159,100
1985 157,980.
1986 159,978
1987 166,660
1988 174,730
1989 181,770

I.

9
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projections for entering freshmen'ys developed. given that Texas high se:tool

.Agraduaas consistently comprise 90% of oue entering teeshmen class (the

other 10% being out-of-state and foreign students), these figures were then

adjUsted to give-the forecasts for first-time freshmen ihown in Table 2.

Based on these figures, 'we expect relatively large entering freshmen classes

for three more years, followed by classes more. modestn size. However; by

thp end of the 80's we may have even'large entering clises than we expect

in the near term.

Ine6ming Undersraduate Transfer Students

We have faund that students;transferring to the University do not

exhibit as stable enrollment patterns*as do first7time freshmen. For

example, the percentage of those enrolling who are residents fluctuates

/ significantly, as does thei* percentage of the 18-24 year old population.

4
Moreover, once accepted, tradsfers do not enroll as consistently as freshmen.

Thus-projecting transfer enrollments based on these indicators is a tenuous
S.

proposition. However, we have.found that new freshmen consistently comprise

4 .

581 of the undergraduate students who enter the Untversity each fall.

Thus, although we have not been able to predict transfer enrollments tfeing

the methods applied to first-time freshmen, we cln predict them as a consis-

tent percentage of each entering group of undergraduates. Consequently, we

project first-time freshman er.rolAmedts usil, the methods described earlier

nd then estimate transfer enrollments by dividing the fresludan projections

A

i. by .58 tb estimate the toiel number of enterini undergraduate students.

: The difference between the number of freshmen and this total repeesents the

number of transfer students.
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YEAR

1980
1981

. 1984
dip 1985

1986
1987
1988
1989

at.

Table. 2

\
,

TOTAL FIRST7TIME FRESHMAN ENROLLMENTS
PROJECTIONS FOR 1980-1989

LOW

5018
*4966
5032
4774
4594
4563
4618
481,4
5049
5236

HIGH
AM.

5956
5899
6052'
5697
5470
5431
5502

-5728
6004
6266

10
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Student Flow
Air

Once students arrive on campus they are affected by a different set

of..factors than when they were applicants. For example they may change

;majors, tun into academic difficulty, drop out for financial reasons, or,

speed up their progress for personal reasons. But their rates of progress

significantly impact a university's enrollment level. Therefore as the

second sectim of our methods to estimate UT-Austin's future enrollment, we

-
developed a technique designed to track any defined group of students for

_

any defined period of time. Student attrition, retention, major selection

and progress are readily monitored. Cross-campus enrollment shifts can

also be assessed. -,Through this technique the impact of any entering student

group can be predicted for the length of their stay at the University.

The.higher educat on literature contains many descriptiona-and eval-

uations of different student flow methodologies (Evans, 1975). In devel-

.oping our technique we employed a combination Markov method, to measure

student transitions from one "state" to another over time, and Cohort ratio

method, to calculate transitional probabilities for individual cohorts of

studenta based both on their current and past status. The basic output is

'called a."Student Transformation Matrix." This matrix summarizes the results

of tracking individual students on the basis of their classification (i. e.

freshkan, sophomore, etc.) and major) during a preceeding semester and

their subsequent status,in some later semester. This transformation

matrix enables us to dptermine the r,ate at which a student who begins at

one status achieves a different status at some later time. Figure 2 provides

an example of Xhe tracking capabilities of this method. Of the students



Figure .2

TRANSFORMATIO'N MATRIX FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
SPRING 1978 TO FALL 1971

MODE OF ADMISSIONS-- FTIC

STATUS OF STUDENTS MAJORING IN ALL MAOORS
SPRING 1976

CLASSIFICATION AgJO COLLEGE OF NUM8ER OF UNDERGRADUATESMAJOR OF THESE STUDENTS
FALL .197e FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES JUNIDRS SENIORS FRESHMEN

NUMBER AS A FRACTION
OF COLUMN TOTAL

SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS
HUMANITIES JUNIORS 2 0

'.? 0 1.12 0.00 0.00 0.00SENIORS 2 0 ,.., 0 1.12 0.00 0.00 0.00.COMMUNICATiON JUNIORS 4 0 0 0 2.23 0.10 0.00 0.00SENIORS I t 0 0 0.56 20.00 0.00. 0.00SOC & BEHAV SCIENCES' SOPHOMORES 3 , 0 0 0 1.68 0.00 0.00 0.00JUNIORS .1- A ' 0 0 0 2.79 0.00 0.00 0.00SENIORS 6 0 0 0 3.35 0.00 0.00 0.00NATURAL SCIENCES SOPHOMORES 2 0 4 0 1.12 0.00 0.00 0.00JUNIORS 9 0 0 0 5.03 0.00 0.00 0.00SENIORS 4 0 0 0 2-23 0.00 0.00 0.00GEN & COMP STUOISS SOPHOMORES 3 0 0 0 1.68 0.00 0.00 0.00JUNIORS 3 0 0 0 1.68 0.00 0.00 0.00SENIORS 0 0 0 . 0.56 0.00 0.09 0.00BUSINESS ADMIN FRESHMEN 2 0 0 0 1.12 0.00 1.00 0.00SOPHOMORES 1 0 0 0 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.00JUNIORS 6 0 0 0 3.35 0.00 0.00 0.00SENIORS 5 0 0 . 0 2.79 0-.00 0.00 0.00EDUCATION FRESHMEN 1 0 0 0 -0.00 0.00 0.00SOPHOMORES 0 0 0 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.00OUNIORS 4
. 0 0 0 2.23 0.00 0.00 0.00SENIORS 4 0 0 0 2.23 0.00 0.00 0.00ENGINEERING FRESHMEN 0 0 0, 0.56 0.00 -0.00 0.00JUNIORS 8 0 0 0 4.47 0.00 0.00 0.00SENIORS. 12 i 0 0 6.70 20.00 0.00 0.00FINE ARTS FRESHMEN

SEPIORS
1 .0

0
0
0

0
0

0.56
0.56

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

ARCHITECTURE JUNIORS 1, 0 0 0 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.00GRADUATED SOC & BEH ICI 2 0 0 0 1.12 % .0.00 0.00 0.00GRADUATED BUSINESS Arm 1 - 0 0 0 0.56 0.00 0.00 o.ctoGRADUATEL ENGINEERING 0 , 1
,

1 0 0.00 20.00 33.33 0.00STUDENTS DISMISSED 14 0 1 0 7.82 0.00 33.33 0.00STUDENTS DROPPED OuT 69 2'. t 0 38.55 40.00 33.33 0.00TOTAL 179 5 3 Q 100.00 100.00 100..00. 0.00

14
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who entered the University as first-time freshmen in Spring 1976, 69 had

dropped out,q4 had been dismissed for academic reasons, and another 14 had

progressed to various classifications within.our School of Business

Administ,ration by Fall 1979.

Be,:ause of different progression rates and the lack of cross-college

major changes among gri:duate students, we determined that we should use

different agprelches to analyze underg-raduates as opposed to graduate

students,. Currently our focus has bee'n concentrated on undergraduate

students and their progression rates.

Our primary 4ata source for this technique is known as the 12th Class

Day Reporting System. This information system (maintained by the Office of

Institutional Studies) is designed eu provide a "snap-shot" of the University,

especially in terms of enrollment and the in4structional function, as of an 14

official census date each semester. sIt is a basic analytical information

system which generates various reports required by external,agencies and,
%.

more importantly, provides the informatioa to determine from an informs-

tiolik perspective where the University has been, is presently, and will be

in the future. Once problems such as matrix size; changes in student 7

ideitification numbers, improper classification data for special non-degree

students, etc., had been solved our student flow technique began to produce
gs,

results. We now have the capability to summarize rates of progress, reten-
.

tion, attrition, and graduation for any student population we choase to

select.

In our initial studies we focused on first-time freshmen and transfer

students.who entered the University ia Fall 1975. Table 3 shows percentages

IG



"Table 3

PROGRESS,ION RATES FOk STUDENTS
r ENTERING FALL 1975

FIRST-TIME FRESHMEN

e.

..

After ,After After After
. 1 year 2 yrs 1:ty_:s 4 yrs

0

Continuing 82,5% 70.8% 62.6% 25.4%
Graduates 3.0 36.5
Dropped Out 14.4 22.6 26.1 28.6
Dismissed . 3.1 6.5 8.2 9.5
(Attiition Rate)

_
1741 29..1. 34.3 38.1

UNDERGRADUATE TRANSFERS

After
1 year

After,

.2 yrs

After
3 yrs.

After
4 yrs

Continuing 68.52 .43.5% 175.82 5.6%
Gyaduated 1.5 20.1 45.6 55..1

Dropped Out 23.0 28.5 30.1 30.3
Dismissed 6.9 8.0 8.5 9.0
(Attrition Rate) 29.9 36.5 38.6 39.3

17

c.

14'
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of students in each of four categories after 'each of the four years for

iwhich the analysis s possible at the present time. The sum of the drop-

out rate and the dismissal rate.can be crsidered the attrition rate. .

--rAfP.er one year the attritien rate for first-time freshmen was 17.52.

Only 3.1% had been dismissed, but 14.4% had eropped out. Over 82% continued

fer a second year.

class had departed.

After two years, over 29% of the original entering

Most had dropped -out. After three years:the size of

the enteeing class had been reduced by one-third. Some 632 were still

enrlled while a small sub-group (3%) had graduated. At the end of four

years, roughly the same percentage of the group had departed (38%) as had

graduated (37%). About 25% of the original students were still in school.

Of those, 85% are seniorik'whoite expected to graduate soon. We have some

preliminarovidence that indicates that just over 50% of an entering

i
1reshmau 4( lass graduates after five years. If this remains true, about

half of thrremaining students will graduate by the end of this term. As

we would 'expect, most ef the students who leave the University either drop,

out or are dismissed by the end of their second year. Our continuation,

attrition, retention and graduation rates ar

published by the American Council on Eduest
'41111

The progression rates for undergraduat

to those recently

1979).

students who entered

on.(Jackl

the University in Fall 1975 are slightly different from those of the first

time freshmen. As shown in Table 3, a target percentage of transfer students

drop out or are dismissed after the first, second, and third years than

first-time freshmen. After that, the attrition rates are similar. As ons

woulci\expe'ct, however, a higher percentage of transfer students graduate

4.,

1 8
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,

after two, three, and four years than do freshmen. Of course, transfer

students enter the University with credit toward graduation, so we would

expect, them tc.1, graduate,sooner.

We have found that these attrition and retention rites for under-
,

graduate students entering the University in FLO 1975.are quite reliable.

We ,have analyzed the-progress of students who entered the University in the
4

Falls of 1976, 1977, and 1978 and have found that their progression rates

are very consistent with those in Table 3.

using the student flow technique as an enrollment projection tool,

itcas necessary to accoUnt for new freshmen and transder students who

enter the University in the spring and summer terms in addition to those

who enter in the fall. The number of students who encer in the "off teims"

is n.lt as large as,the number that enter in the fall, but they must be

-considered in any estimates of future enrollmen . Wi based our forecasts

of these indivi4uals on historidal Patterns wh have been quite stable.

Then in order to account for the rates at which these people progress

through tIte University, we analyzed the progress of new freshmen and transfer

students entering the University 4'.n the Spring and Summer terms ,of 1976,

1977,,and 1978.

Once the attrition and retention rates for each group of entering

students were determined, then these ratei were applied against the projected

enrollments of first-time freshmen and transfers in order to'estimate total

undergraduate enrollment for the next five years. In order to verify these

procedures and to determine error rates, we back-tested the method to 1972. .

In this way we were able to explain the variations caused by stydents Who
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"top out" and then are readmitted to the University. Because this group

does not reenter the University in any consistent pattern we chose to

account fOr them by slightly adjusting our progression rates. pnce again

the adjustments required were only minor.
V

The resulting forecasts are shown in Table 4. The projections are

disaggregated by class and by mode of admission to reflect the diversity of

the impact of transfer students and to facilitate the assesment of demand

for courses dt'different instructional levels.

The specific figures themselves are less important than the overall

pattern they represent. The_foredasts of tntal undergraduate enrollment

essentially follow the.trends projected for entqlring freshmen and transfers

in Table 1. That is, they peak in 1982 and then begin to decline. However,

the decline is smaller than for entering students only since the effects

of continuing students czi to smooth the overill enrollment curve.

Projections of Graduate Enrollment

'Up to this point, most.of onr work has centerled.on estimates of under-

graduate enrollmqnt,. We have, not as yet been able to develop comparable

methods for p"ecting graduate enrollment. Nevertheless we are able to

make preliminary esti:mates based on historical trenda, the relationship

between graduate and'undergraduate enrollmen

/

, recruiting practices, the
r 1

job market for graduate degree hnIders,,and the general.economy. As a
,

result we currently expect our graduate enróllmept which stands at just

under 8008, to grow in the 'next few years, but only very slightly.. Law

School enrollments, which are treated separftely at Texas, are.expected to

remain fairly constant at about 1500 students consistent with School policy.
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Table 4

PROJWTED.UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT
By Mode of.Admission and Claszification

) Fall Semesters

YEAR

1980

.1981

1482

083

1984

MODE .OF

ADMISSION FRESHMEN

a

SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS TOTAL

FTIC

Transfer
Continuing
Total

FTIC
Transfer
Continuing
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Because graduate plus law 'enrollments comprise about one-fifth of our total !

enrollment, we expect the previously discusaed changes in undergraduate

enrollmgnt will be the primary factor in determining the shape of the

University's future enrollment curve.

Future Instruction4 Workload

These enrollment forecasts are extremely useful in estimating the

University's flitye instructional Workload. in order-to convert enrollment
0

forecasts in to SCH forecasts we utilized our Report of Instruct.ional *Pattern('

which produces the( details of what ar!,wre generally known as au Induced
4

Work Load Matrix and an Induced Course Load Matrix.

In developing our Report of Instructional Patterns, it was necessary

to determine if our existing information systems'contained the data required

for such a technique, andhif so, was our data accurate enough to utilize .

for such analytical purposes. Again we determined that our 12th Class Day

Reporting System contained the necessary data on studeats, their,majors,"

and their course work.

In addition, two other problems had to be resolved, both caused by the

University's size. First, how could we effectively handle a.matrix of

approximately 130 majors in over 90 departments? Second, how could we

genevate detailed reports that were not so large as to be cumbersome and

potentially useless. The first problem was solved primarily by sorting the

input records in the same order in,which the out t was-to be written. In

.\eir

V'ddition, the decision was made to focus primarily on c llege and depart-.

,
meat summaries initially and go into greater,detail anly when absolutely

\necessary. The second problem was solved by utilizing a data retrieval

2 2.,
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package, EASYTRIEVE, to sort-and select apecific student credit hour eq.
N 7

enrollment-data reqUired for the report, thus eliminating unnecessary data

L7om consigeration. Utilizi:ng.EASYtRIEVE capabilities, it is easy to
1

ptoduce a report for any desired combination of majors or departments....or
. .

Each final report.is determined only by the SCH and Enrollment records read

'into the program. In this way it becomes unnecessary to maintain any

Induced Coutse Load files. These det are produced as,needed from the
.

appropriate SCH and Enrollmenedata.

The output from this technique is conceptualized in Figure 3. The

Semester Credit Hour Marix (the Induced. Work Load Matrix) Identifies the

number of semester credit hours taught,by a.collegd or department both to

its own majors and to majors from other colleges or departments. The

. Enrollment Matrix is not an output-of the systemr.' It simply provides the,

4 .
N C .

enrollment diatribution used to divide into the Semester Credit Hour Matrix

to produce the Average Credit Hour Matrix (the Induced Course Load Matrix).

i.

f

This final matrix shows the averige student credit hour,loads taken by

)
majors in a particular college pr department aml the average loads taken in

that college or department by studects from elswhere in the University.

We have used this technique in many ways. We have identified in a

definitive way fhe impact of service teaching. on the student credit hour

production of departments and colleges. By analyzing the information for

s'everal years we have Seen able to explaim student credit hour trends in

colleges i6d,departments in terms of whether the greatest.impact results

from changes in the number of majors, changes in their cburse-faking

patterns, changes in the amount of service inittuction, or changes in the

23
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course-taking patterns of nonmajors. Another use, and the most important

pne.in terms V this paper, is in assessin. the impact of future enrollment

treads on colleges and departments throughout the.University:

One particular product in our Report of Instructional Patterns is an

arrry of,the avergage.number of.credit hours taken by undergraduate and

graduate students from a.partficular college in.eachi of the colleges on

campus. It is a routine matter then to generate the instructional workload

imposed y a group of students expected to enroll in some future tem.. We

have run the Report'of Instructional Patterns tor bur years. The data

have revealed consistent course-taking and average load trends so that we

feel we can determine accurate rates to use in' forecasting future instruc-
.

tional loads.

When we first proposed this paper last fall we expected that we would

by now have completed all the necessary work to finish our comprehensive

analysis of future enrollment, workload, and eunding patterns. Unfor-

.

tunately we have run into some technical delays, but more importantly we

have been diverted by requesti for a number of policy analyses based ot our

enrollment work. Therefore I must now resoxt re telling what we plan to

do, not what we've arready done.
!

By analyzing-trends in student major preference as expressed during

the admissions process, we.have estimated how ournew freshmen and transfer

students will distribute themselves across our various schools and colleges.

-

Likewise, by analyzing historical enrollment patterrls and trends in how

continuing students change iheir majors, we have estimated tww these students-

will distribute themst.lves across zur schools and colleges. Using these
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mechanisms with.the ehrollment projections shown preq9usly in Table 4, we

have made preltminary estimates ofotoptdergraduate prol,ments in each of our

schools and colleges. Once 'we have developed graduate enrollment projec-

tions in which we have more confidence it will be a relative* easy matter

to'estimete the number of SCH which will be taken acrosi campus-by all

future students..

Fundin;

Texas was one of the first states to make extensive use of funding

formulas to develop appropriations for its public fhstitutions of higher

education (Gross, 1979). Over the 1E10 20 years numerous apprdaches have

been tried to expand and develop the formula system. Aa if result, the

Texap formula system is considerably more complicated than those used in

most other stateit Formulas are now used in the following eleven areas of

institutional cost:

General Administration and Student Services (i5 e. top-level
.P administrdtion)

General Institutional Expense (i.e. general expunses.not related
to a specific unit, e.g. commencement, official functions) etc.)

Faculty Salaries.

(Academic) Departmental Operating Expense (e.g. support staff
salaries, supplies)

Instructional Administration (i.e. school and college administration
-dean's offices)

Liivy

Organiied Researeh (i.e. research administration, seed money to
attract outside sponsored research)

Plant Support Services (i.e. physical plapt administratoion,
planning)

26
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Building Maintenance (i.e. general building up-keep and repair)

Cilstodial Services

Grounds Maintenance

Thise formulasicurrently account for about\11; of the total appropriationa

to puhlic senior institutions. Formulas are not used in the areas of

. purchased utilities, major repair and renovation, and-special items.
,

Texasopèrates on a bienni.al funding cycle. The process of evaluating

and modifying existing formulas for a particular biennium begins in the

first year of the previous biennium. Working with staff members of the

, Goordineting Board, Texas College and University System, (the agency which
NN\

coordinates public higher education in the state), committees of institu-
11

tionel representatives and lay people evaluate all existing formulas and

recommend revisions. The Coordinating Board then acts on these recommen-

dations and designates formulas for use by the Legislative Budget Board

(the legislative fiscal agency), and the Governor's Budget and Planning

Office in making appropriations recommendations to the Legislature. These

two agencies work together to incorporate these formulas into abpropr-

ations request instructions which the institutions use to present their

requesta.2 This process and subsequent hearings with the NO agencies are

completed in'the latter half of the first year of the biennium and the

first half of the second year prior to the beginning of the Legislative

Session. Of course, the Legislature has the right to change the formula

designations as they wish, but they use the formula structure throughout

their deliberations to generate the ultimate higher education apropriation.

Because the formula system is enrollment-driven in many areas, a

substantial portion of the University's future appropriations can be
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estimated by using the enrollment and student credit hour forecasts discussed

in the two previous sections of this paper.

For example, the formulas for the 1932-83 biennium have recently been

designated by the Coordinating Board. They.call generally for a-20.1%

increase in most formula categories for 1981-82 and an additional 12.6%

increase for 1982-83. Of course one can argue whether the' Legislature will

actually fund these increases. Nevertheless, we can obtain a preliminary

indication of the implied appropriation levels given the University's

4ture enrollment patterns and those formula assumptions. These estimates

could then be modified as we learn of other proposals later in the.legis-

lative process. In addition since we know the general history of higher

education funding during the last several Legislative Se'ssions, it is also

possible to estimate, in a general way, the sort of increase which will be

recommended for the 1984-85 biennium.

As I mentioned previously we have not yet had the opportunity to make

these funding estimates. But they can easily be calculated for the formula

areas of General Administration and Student Services which relies mainly on

fall headcount enrollment information; and General.Institutional Expense,

Faculty Salaries, Departmental Operating Expense, Instructional

Administratio;, and Library which are all based on student credit hour

information. Organized Research is calculated from the Faculty Salary

formula amount plus a percentage of an institution's outside sponsored

research expenditures. By using a rough projection of this figure, this

approtpriation can be estimated also. These seven categories account for

over 71% of our current year appropriation.

28
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The category which generates by far the largest part of our appro-

priation is Faculty Salaties. It also provides the best example of how

student credit hour-estimates can be tied to the formula system to estimate

future funding. The Faculty Salary formula rates which were recently

recommended by the Coordinating Board for Fi,,cal Year 1982 are shown in

Figure 4. An institution's request is determined by multiplying student

credit hours by the formularates contained in that matrix. The list of

program areas is used state-side by the Coordinating Board. Of course no
4

institution has programs or generates student credit hours in all program

areas, nor at all levels of instruction. Since U.T. Ausin is not organized

specifically like this program list, we must map our student credit hours

into this matrix. (This is not really a difficult task since in general we

can move the credit hours for whole schools or departments.) Nevertheless,

by using our enrollment projections by college (and level; once our graduate

enrollments estimates are further refined), by converting these projections

to student credit hour estimates using induced course load information from

our Report of Instructional Patterns, and by adjusting these results to

account for spring and slimmer te.rm hours (using the relationships we have

already identified), we can then apply the results to the Faculty Salary

rates in Figure 4 and obtain a clear estimate of a major portion of our

future appropriations.

Conclusion

Thus by using analytical techniques whose conceptual frameworks are

widely accepted and understood, by modifying these techniques to account

for the unique characteristics, and practices of the University, we are
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Figtrre 4

.Coordinating Board, Texas College and Univerity Sytem

RECOMMENDED FORMULA 4P

FOR

FACULTY SALARIES
Public Senior Colleges ahd Universities

1981-83 Biennium

2 7

Base period semester credit hours (Summer Session 1980.
Fall Semester 1980 and Spring Semester 1981) times the
following rates equals dollaeNrequst for Faciiiii-Salaries.

Fiscal Year 1982
Rates Per Base Period Semester Credit Hour

Program
Special

Masters Professional Doctoral

Four-Year Upper-Levef-
Institutions Instiutions

Liberal Arts $29.99 $52.18 $ 80.60 $ $295.18
Science 32.07 61.56 142.07 425.05
Fine Arts 58.01 79.48 129.13 427.98
Teacher Education 0 28.02 29.70 66.90 253.04
Teacher Education-
Practice Teaching Z2.27 - 62.27

Agriculture 41.67 :11646 / 373.88
Engineering 52.75 63.30 145.74 425.05
Home Economics 39.58 92.57 278.85
Law , 64.57
Social. Service 44.47 51.14 132.84 295.18
Library Science 31.50 31.50 93.92 295.18.
Veterinary, Medicine 132.35 514.16
Vocational jraining .:. 29.53 29.53
Physical Training 28.42

.

Nursing 89.86 , 89.86 142.38 470.56
Pharmacy 72.04

,
130.99 427.98

Business Administration 32.01 36.17 88.59 ' 405.41
Optometry / 98.79 425.05
-Technology 43.72 56.39 142.07

1/25/80
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increasingly able to provide the kind of managemenritiormation and Policy

support so needed as the University meets today's challenges and prepares

to deal with the higher education envtronment of the coming decade. Aa

stated before we have not completed all the work we had hoped to regarding
=,...

this series of analytical techniques. Quite frankly, as of this time I am

not sure ttpst we will. Given the enrollment prospects for the University

of Texas at Austin, many policy questions concerning the (Wmum size of

the University in general and specific programs in particular are" being

asked.. Academic policies and requirements are being closely analyzed in

attempts to plan program capasity more effectively. All of our work on

estimating entering students and analyzing student flow patterns has been

received enthusiastically across campus; it has answered critical questions

and spawned others. Likewise, our work on the Report of Instructional

Patterns has had a similia impact. However, it is not as clear at this

point whether the information on future funding will be as widely used.

Nevertheless, the methodological issues are clear. Because of our funding

structure in the state of Texas, we understand what needs to be done' to

provide these forecasts. The only remaining questions are those of utiliza-

tion of the results and those of priority.

3
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